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Opinion

All created forms, from the single cell to the most complex 
organism (of plants, animals, or humanoids) were endowed with 
unlimited possibility to adapt. We are not even aware how far 
these adapting abilities can reach. Dzasmuchin is a woman living 
in Australia [1], who is not eating or drinking since 1993. She is 
author of many books and articles. She is advocate of living with 
the energy of the sun without eating and drinking. 

Similar is Zinaida, living in South Russia [1]. It took one and a 
half month for Zinaida to adapt to not eating and drinking, but 
investigation of her body showed that now her anatomy is totally 
different from the anatomy of people who eat and drink. These 
two women live with the energy, which their bodies receive from 
the environment, and utilize this energy at cellular level [1].

Now, when we know that a quantum computer operates in 
our Subconscious [3], which rules and regulates everything in 
the body through the waves (including light) of our nonlinear 
electromagnetic field (NEMF), it is easy to understand that this 
quantum computer must be involved in the switch of these people 
from living on the energy of food to living on the energy of quanta 
of light. Thus, the switch must be done by the quantum computer, 
which operates with waves on the holographic principle [3]. 

Also, in California a child was born with AIDS because his mother 
had AIDS. At the University of California in Los Angeles, the child 
tested positive for HIV virus at birth, six months old, and one year 
old. When the child was 5 years old, the virus was not detected 
- the child was totally healthy. Studies of his DNA showed that 
his DNA was totally different from the DNA of every other human 
being [1]. 

Our DNA consists of 64 codons, but only 20 of them are active. 
This child had 24 active codons and his immune system was 3,000 
times stronger [1]. He was immuned not only against HIV virus, 
but against any other virus. After some time 10,000 children with 
such DNA were registered [1]. This is a perfect illustration that we 
don’t have a clue how unlimited the abilities of the human body to 
adapt are… and there are 40 more inactive codons holding their 
secrets.
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The cited above case is also a vivid illustration that our DNA is 
not fixed, i.e. if we were born with certain DNA, it doesn’t mean 
that we will die with the same DNA. Our DNA can change. Maybe 
one day, we will be able to imitate the DNA change of these 
spontaneously-healed from AIDS children, and then we will all 
have their strong immunity not only against the HIV virus, but 
against any other disease that will come. 

We already can cure diseases caused by genetic defects. In 
Prague, a child was born with immune deficiency syndrome. 
Such children need to live in a breathing helmet to stay insulated 
from the germs and usually they don’t live long. With special 
equipment (torsion generator) in a special hypo-geomagnetic 
camera, the DNA of his mother was read and projected onto him. 
The child recovered and happily lived ever after. In Russia, in a 
similar way child epilepsy and other diseases caused by genetic 
defects were successfully treated [1].

As far back as in year 2000, I wrote about possible DNA changes 
during a lifetime in my book Listen and Talk to Your Body and 
Soul [4]. I wrote that some people were born with genetic 
predisposition of dominant negative thinking. However, if 
understanding the harm of negative thinking, they chose to work 
toward changing their way of thinking, and they succeeded in 
shifting to positive thinking, their DNA would change and their 
children wouldn’t be born with dominant negative thinking. 

The biggest gift, which our Creator gave us, was the freedom 
of choice, and if we choose to change, we could, and even our 
DNA would change. And the material DNA is not everything; the 
information it carries is everything. In the Siberian Division of 
the Russian Academy of Medical Sciences in Novosibirsk, all DNA 
was removed from unfertilized frog egg. However, when torsion 
generator imprinted the information from already developed 
tadpole on this unfertilized egg with removed DNA, a tadpole 
developed [5].

We are making our first steps toward understanding the role our 
weak nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF) plays in ruling and 
regulating everything in the body. I spent almost 40 years of my 
life measuring it. It is 1,000 times weaker than our biocurrents, 
but rules and regulates not only with the energy it brings, but 
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with the information it carries. Based on this, a new Info-Energy 
Medicine steps in, which can cure genetic defects – it is a powerful 
new beginning [1,2].
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